Intelligent fault diagnosis method for ball bearings
1 Overview?
With the rapid development of the machinery manufacturing industry, the production automation
level of machine tools and machinery is increasing day by day. According to the characteristics
of high stiffness and strong anti-interference of ball bearing, it is widely used in numerical control
machinery. Because of the precision of ball bearing and its transmission performance, the
machining precision and positioning accuracy of mechanical equipment are decided. At present,
the research and development level of domestic ball bearings is still lagging behind that of
developed countries. The main reason is that the precision of processing equipment can not
meet the requirements, and the operation of the equipment is detected. If there is no more
perfect testing system, the quality of the product will not be guaranteed. In order to test the realtime performance parameters of ball bearings, researchers at home and abroad have designed
different testing equipment for different testing indexes. The error compensation of ball screw
nut pair in current NC machine tools is expounded and summarized, and the faults occurred in
the use of ball screw nut pair are analyzed. A fault diagnosis method based on similarity
comparison is provided for the fault types in ball bearings. It can detect the relevant data of ball
bearings in real time to diagnose the fault state of ball bearings. It has high signal processing
accuracy, accurate and efficient fault diagnosis, and has a wide range of application value.
2. system prototype design
In the process of system design, the sensor is used to sample the original information firstly,
because a large number of noise signals in the signal will bring great deviation to the final
diagnosis results. In order to solve this problem, wavelet transform technology can be used to
de-noise and filter vibration signal in advance; smoothing information data obtained by wavelet
transform is difficult to analyze and process because of a large number of redundant data, so it
is necessary to use PCA principal component analysis feature extraction algorithm to reduce its
dimension. Finally, Pearson correlation coefficient statistical method is used to measure the
similarity between historical data in fault database and diagnostic results are given.
2.1 data acquisition module
The hardware components of the data acquisition module include sensors, data acquisition
cards and engineering machines. Considering that the motor bearings will produce a large
number of vibration signals during operation, piezoelectric acceleration sensors are used to
collect the vibration signals.
2.2 noise reduction filter module
The original signal collected by the data acquisition module contains a large number of
unbalanced noise signals. In order to ensure the reliability of the final diagnosis results, it is
necessary to pre-process the unbalanced noise signals in advance. In the process of system
design, wavelet transform is used to process the characteristic noise information of unbalanced
signal to filter and denoise the original signal.
2.3 fault diagnosis module
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When the data acquisition module sends the vibration signal D1 to the feature extraction
module, the feature extraction module extracts the characteristic information of D2, and the
system sends these characteristic information to the remote database server through the data
transmission module as the query condition. After the server receives the query conditions, the
fault diagnosis is carried out in the following way: Pearson correlation coefficient can be used to
calculate the correlation between the feature information and the fault information in the fault
database.
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